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Isolation/Quarantine 

Question Response 

Do you have any sense of what will be 
required of a camp if a COVID-19 case is 
confirmed in the population? Will it be like 
cold/flu (isolate the camper and camp goes 
on) or significantly more severe? Will camps 
that have confirmed exposure (or worse, 
spread) of covid-19 lead to shutdowns? even 
temporary ones? I know this is hard to 
answer, but what would be your professional 
guess? 

Your questions about isolation and quarantine are 
valid.  We do not have a specific directive at present as 
we don’t know the attributes of each camp.  We do 
encourage camps to consider how they might isolate or 
create a “shadow camp” for individuals having 
symptoms of communicable illness.  We don’t know, at 
this point, the level of potential herd immunity we might 
have developed over the next few weeks.  If exposed, 
some folks who might test positive may never show 
symptoms while others never become ill as they may 
have already been previously exposed and developed 
immunity.  At present, we recommend: 
1.  Continue to prepare for camp considering how your 
camp might provide isolation measures if needed.  
2.  Develop a communicable disease plan (practice 
guidelines are provided on campnurse.org) 
3. Connect with your public health departments (or 
other oversight organizations) and ask them to keep 
you updated regarding reporting requirements and 
expected procedures in the even of an exposure/illness 
in your state. 

Would a camp nurse who has met with a 
camp member who is tested positive have to 
be quarantined and therefore no longer be 
available to tend the rest of the camp 
community as a medical professional? 

I know things are changing daily. But 
currently, the CDC guidelines recommended 
closing a school or quarantining EXPOSED 
individuals if an exposure to expected case 
has occurred. How would that even be 
possible in a residential camp? We have no 
problem isolating a camper once they have 
symptoms, but at that point, what do you do 
with the other campers that she has been 
living with, playing with, eating with, etc… 

Can you talk a little more about quarantine 
procedures for sleep away camps when we 
suspect or know that a camper has a 
communicable disease? 

We have alot of international staff. would you 
isolate them together for 14 days before camp 
starts? what if one gets sick in that time, but 
has been housed with other staff? 

 

Screening 

Question Response 

How would you handle screening  for staff?  
Good chance they will already be on 
property? 
 

Most of the screening questions here focus on staff 
screening and screening for days camps.  If you are an 
accredited camp, you know that seasonal staff should 
be screened prior to camper arrival. Because we know 
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How is the screening procedure applicable to 
day camp? 

that children, thus far, have demonstrated very mild to 
no symptoms, you are more likely to see symptoms in 
your staff.  Consider the following: 
1.  Use a similar screening tool as you would for 
campers (example on campnurse.org). 
2.  Consider having staff sign an agreement to see the 
health center staff at first sign of illness instead of 
“toughing it out”. 
 
Day camps have a little different challenge in that 
campers and staff return home each day and could be 
exposed to COVID-19.  Most camps do some form of 
health screening on the first day a camper arrives, but 
not subsequently.  Now you might consider how you do 
more intermittent screening (i.e. once a week, or if a 
camper/staff  is out of the program for several days, 
rescreen before re-entry).      
 
Thermometers:  We still consider the digital (DT) and 
the temporal artery thermometer (TAT) as the most 
accurate.   The TAT works more quickly and is a little 
more expensive but the time saving could offset the 
expense.                         

What does ACN suggest for a camper who 
answers "yes" to those questions.  I know 
each camp is separate, but should we send 
them home until the 14-day period has 
cleared?  Also, any need to take temperature 
as they are entering? 

Hello! This is my first-year assistant directing 
a camp. What would a health screening look 
like for single-week day camps? We have 
hundreds of kids that change weekly, so do 
you have a suggestion on how to do the 
health screenings efficiently? 
You covered health screening on the opening 
day.  What about health screening thereafter?  
Is there a daily practice you recommend? 

What would you recommend when contacting 
partner camps? What is the best type of 
communication about health screening when 
organizations are bringing their camps to your 
facility? 

Do you have recommendations or documents 
for staff screening? 

What are good ways to measure temperature 
of a lot of campers quickly? Are non-
contact/IR thermometers accurate enough? 

Could you answer offline my question about 
daily temperature checks at day camps? 
Thanks! 

 

Cancelling/Continuing Camp 

Question Response 

When do you think we'll be able to make a 
decision if camp will happen? 

Everyone is concerned about the possibility of closing 
camp, but ACN does not think we are at that decision 
point yet.  We encourage folks to continue to plan for 
summer camp.  Each of your camps have different 
facets (location, populations served, health center 
staffing, access to ER)  and therefore we cannot make 
a blanket statement for all camps.  In addition, some 
camps may be in states where the incidence of COVID-
19 has been low.  We are testing more now than ever 
(3/27/20) so we are identifying folks and the number 
continues to rise – but in mostly hot spot areas.   
      Only you know your personal camp timelines and 
abilities – when camp starts, when staff arrives, how 
you might accommodate or provide different activities.  

When do you suggest we will have a 
reasonable idea of if we need to cancel 
camps? I run a camp on a college campus 
that would start in early June. 

Obviously, a lot depends on how the 
world/country handles this situation in the next 
month or so. However, what guidelines should 
we use and when do we reach the point of 
considering cancellation? We are a medical 
based camp and our challenge is that we 
know we need to go above and beyond 
normal recommendations, but we don’t want 
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to cancel just based off of fears rather than 
reality. 

If we guesstimate that camp starts June 1, then most 
camps would have at least to the first week of May to 
make decisions about their capabilities  to serve 
children and if some camp adjustments need to be 
made. 

In your opinion, what would be the deciding 
factor to close a residential camp for the 
summer? 

At this time, do you personally think that camp 
will be able to happen starting in early June? 

Understanding that we are still a few months 
away and we all want to be proactive in these 
times...have you heard where folks are just 
closing camps?  I'm a faith base camp where 
many pastor's are uncertain about even 
sending students if the lock downs are even 
lifted.   I am working towards the possibilities 
of a virtual camp to stay in contact with 
students. 

 

Social/Personal Distancing 

Question Response 

Wondering how people envision social 
distancing at camp.  For instance: all Red 
Cross swim programs are not happening 
because they can't fall into the social 
distancing category.  Thinking about the 
activities that we offer and wondering how to 
do that. 
 

If the current mandate to isolate at home and stay 6 
feet away is in place, then camp would be challenging.  
At present, ACN does not feel like the mandate will 
continue longer than April.  However, we would still 
encourage camps, as you are planning for summer, to 
consider ways that you might create field games or 
outdoor activities where we can provide wider spacing 
opportunities.  You might consider having some 
different games or experiences  in summer 2020 that 
promote healthy distancing while still encouraging 
much fun.  We know humans (especially children) 
appreciate touch and we are relational beings.  
Consider how we might encourage elbow bumps, or 
“fist bumps from afar”.  Children will touch as nonverbal 
communication is 80% of our messaging.  Think about 
ways to encourage handwashing or hand sanitizer after 
touch and make it part of the fun experience. 

Do you have recommendations for space 
between beds and if bunkbeds should 
continue to be used?  ACA standards is 30 
inches, but with social distancing what would 
be best practice? 
 

What does a socially distant dining hall look 
like? 

Can you clarify the head to toe.  would you 
sleep head to toe with children on top and 
bottom bunks, or just children sleeping in 
beds next to one another? 

If social distancing is helping…how can 
bringing 600 girls together in one place for 5 
weeks be a good thing to do this summer? 

In a cabin how do you distance without 
limiting number of campers present in each 
room or cabin? 
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Cleaning 

Question Response 

Thoughts on cleaning those high touch 
porous surfaces such as climbing wall holds. 
Would aerosol/spray sanitizer (Lysol type) be 
sufficient to kill germs there? Or would the 
previous CDC links for cleaning address this? 
Thanks and sorry so long and multifaceted. 
 

We would encourage you to make surface cleaning 
part of your regular routine – COVID-19 or not.  The 
CDC and EPA provide a list of cleaners that work 
against viruses (available on campnurse.org).   
 
If you have surfaces that are porous or you are 
uncertain how to clean, we encourage you to call the 
manufacturer as well as follow the CDC or EPA 
guidelines. If you have equipment that you are not sure 
how to clean, might you for go that activity for 2020.  
Kids can have fun in simple ways and thinking of new 
activities might energize your creative spirit.  
 
Everyone should be involved in the cleaning process – 
just have staff help monitor the camper’s work. 

We do daily cleanings of our camp site. but 
any ideas about whether we will need to 
disinfect things like our archery equipment, 
sports balls, etc? Any suggestions about how 
and when to do that? 
 

Should camps depend on camper cleaning of 
cabins 

The nature of most camp programming 
involves shared equipment, whether it’s art 
supplies, sporting equipment, safety gear; 
some of which are quite impractical to clean 
between use. It feels as if once/twice daily 
cleaning would be inadequate for anything 
being passed around. Any thoughts? 

 

Miscellaneous 

Question Response 

I am hearing about a lack of taste and smell.  
Is this accurate? 
 

This is a preliminary finding and one that needs further 
investigation.   

Is there evidence to show how long an 
infected person can shed the virus? How long 
are they contagious once they begin having 
symptoms? 
 

There are a variety of resources that address these 
question.  Virus shedding can continue for several weeks, 
but this does not mean the individual is infectious.  Most 
references report that an individual is infectious for about 
10 days after the initial symptoms.  

how realistic is a rapid covid-19 test available 
for the summer 

We are unable to provide guidance here – too many 
variables to consider at present.  

What are your ideas for dealing with field trips 
off of camp? 

Personal distancing, hand sanitizer. 

Do you think there will be a shortage of 
medical supplies ? 

We cannot be sure, but we have no indication of medical 
supplies shortage for camp. 

do we need to buy any special protective 
equipment for medical staff that we wouldn't 
usually buy otherwise? 

The current recommendation is no PPE required when 
interacting with other healthy individuals.  If someone were 
to be put in isolation, communicate with your public health 
dept and follow their recommendations while initiating your 
communicable disease plan. 
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Level of suspicion for parents and nurses are 
different; How would you handle parents who 
insist on testing for any cold or low grade 
fever? 

Your camp will want to determine your own protocols and 
share those with parents before the camper arrives.  Only 
you know your capabilities for your camp and what you are 
planning to do in the event of illness.  

What about your recommendation with food 
service delivery if the COVID can last 
between 3 to 17day on a surface?  This is a 
residential camp. Or on packages from 
delivery  and written letter sent to campers? 

Recent information from NIH (3/17/20) reports that 
coronavirus could last on some inanimate objects up to 3 
days (24 hrs on cardboard, 2-3 days on plastic or stainless 
steel).  Consider how you might rethink  deliveries (Food 
deliveries can be opened outside with gloved hands and 
the food items placed in the freezer/pantry;  maybe you 
don’t allow written letters).  Try to think creatively how you 
can limit the number of folks touching untreated surfaces. 
Let deliveries sit for a few days before handling when 
possible. 

Of course this is dependent upon relevant 
facts at the time of camp but … What about 
control measures of visitors? delivery drivers 
and others? How much can we really control 
in this realm? 

Your camp can make a decision about what and how many 
visitors you will allow.  We encourage you to communicate 
any procedural changes with the families before they 
arrive.   
 
Consider creating a process for delivery people to leave 
packages at a designated location and retrieved later by 
camp staff. 

What if you have a critical employee (Chef) 
with type 2 diabetes? 

This is an important consideration so think about how you 
might limit the chef’s exposure to others: change in work 
time, change in duties, change in operations of the kitchen.  

We have had a history of parents sending 
them to day camp sick (fever) because they 
have to work and need the day care. They 
treat them before camp with tylenol and they 
present with fever at lunchtime. How would 
you handle that in lieu of coronavirus 

The goal is always to try and create a partnership with 
parents that promotes honesty and open communication.  
Consider providing education regarding the current state of 
COVID-19 so they understand your need to keep the camp 
community healthy. 

I know symptoms might not present for up to 
14 days, BUT once symptoms are present, 
how long is quarantine period? I heard them 
suggest 72 hrs of being symptom free, but 
was that just a generalized comment? 

From what we have read, an individual should be isolated 
for 14 days after symptom presentation.  

Any recommendations on if we need to 
continue the large group gatherings at a 
minimum for what we do with larger camps 
we have 350 campers 90 staff (day camp) 
split into groups of 35ish. 

We will hopefully know more in a couple of weeks… hang 
tight and keep planning for camp.  Think of creative ways 
you might offer difference camp activities or experiences. 

We would need to know before May 15th if we 
are able to be open so we could prepare. 
Have your heard of the rapid test available to 
test COVID 19? 

We have heard of the rapid COVID-19 test, but not sure if 
that will have an impact on opening summer camps. 

we have many immunosuppressed campers - 
heart transplant, diabetic, JIA, CF, MD, etc… 
can we really safely have them at camp? 
Should camps in areas that are hot spots 
today (e.g., California, New York) consider 

These are great questions and ones that each camp will 
have to decide how to best meet needs.  Camps may 
decide to cancel camp, decrease the number served, or 
continue as they have done historically.  Camps will want 
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canceling given what we know now? What 
about camps that pull students from hot 
spots? Should these students be allowed to 
come? 

to consider if they will accept campers from regions that 
were hot spots or if that will be a change for this summer.  

We have very young campers (4/5-year olds) 
that need help getting swimsuits on and off - 
not sure about safe distancing with that 

Social distancing will most likely be less strict by the time 
we have camp.  We will have to assist our campers as 
needed or decide if that is a population you might not serve 
this summer.  Communicating with parents about any 
changes to your procedures will be important. 

We keep hearing that people with pre-existing 
conditions are the most vulnerable. Also, that 
children under 15 are much less at risk? This 
leads me to worry about staff as much as 
campers. Thoughts? Also, we have a couple 
of boys with Type 1 diabetes…are they more 
at risk? Thanks to you both! 

Individuals with co-morbities have been shown to be higher 
risk and youth have had milder symptoms or are 
asymptomatic (as we understand today).  We do 
encourage camps to conduct staff screening prior to 
camper arrival.  

When you see the level of protection health 
care workers are in at state testing stations; 
How do you protect your nurses? 

PPE is not required if interacting with healthy people.  The 
protection of current healthcare workers is due to the fact 
they are expecting to test folks who most likely have 
symptoms or test positive for COVID-19. 

With the reports out of London and 
precedents in Europe for this pandemic, 
should we not expect a peak in COVID-19 
infections in late May (i.e., 100 million U.S. 
infections)? 

With good social isolation now and following the directions 
of national health leaders now, we do not foresee a peak in 
May.   

 

 


